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Hi I’ms
Jame
This was amazing and very excing. I was told all
this by David, who with others (Liz Law, Rebecca
Casa-Haon and James Fairbairn) formed a small
commiee,
which successfully obtained a
Heritage Loery grant. Part of the grant was to
organise and run a Community Excavaon on the
allotment site to try and ﬁnd the rest of the
Roman villa. I was looking forward to the dig,
which took place over 20 days during the
summer half-term of 2014.

N
The Fens

King Street

Rebecca, the city archaeologist, was very excited
and told the archaeologists to clear a large area and
see what else they could ﬁnd. The area was cleared
and they found the remains of an Iron Age
farmstead, as well as a very posh Roman villa.

It took over ﬁve months to carefully excavate the
area and during that me archaeologists decided
that part of the Roman villa extended south
under the fence into Fane Road allotments close
to where we have our allotment.
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Digging the under ﬂoor heang system in Trench 1

The Community Dig
This is where me and my family got really
involved. We all had to ﬁll in forms and
say when we could come. Altogether
there were over 130 of us helping on the
community ‘dig’ with between 20 to 35
people coming to help each day. I could
only help at weekends and during
half-term but my daddy and nanny were
there a lot. My nanny made egg and
bacon sandwiches for the archaeologists
each morning to give them energy! The
eggs came from the chickens on my family
allotment.

1

Mosaic
pieces

Each day the archaeologists would show new
volunteers what to do.
We did lots of diﬀerent
jobs during the excavaon
and worked on two
trenches. Digging with a
trowel was best.
It is very interesng what
archaeologists do! It’s not
just digging but it can be
very ring and dirty work.
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Digging in Trench 1
a pick-axe
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So what did the volunteers do ?
My daddy and other volunteers did a lot
of digging with trowels and pick-axes.
Aer the digging they had to write notes
about what they found and draw plans
of the area. Other volunteers washed
the ﬁnds, these are the objects we
found, using just water and a toothbrush.
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bleep!
bleep
Using a metal detector

Aer a chat about the archaeology we worked in
small teams with an archaeologist or a very
experienced volunteer and could do a diﬀerent
job each day. I was one of the youngest at 8 years
old. The oldest person was 86 years old and they
helped Terry to wash the things we found.

this is
fun !

Drawing a skeleton using a planning frame

Mosaic pieces

At lunch mes we had interesng talks
on diﬀerent subjects like ‘Roman
poery’ and ‘aerial photography’ by
staﬀ and other volunteers. One day
when I was digging we had the Fenland
Young Archaeologist’s Club (YAC) came
to help us. During that week I was
shown how to use a metal detector.

Washing ﬁnds
with toothbrushes

Learning to record
archaeological features
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Visitors to the dig
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The Community Roman Kiln
David arranged for Jon with help from Wendy
to make a Roman ‘igloo’ shaped kiln, out of
bricks and clay, so we could ﬁre some pots
just like the Romans did. The idea was to paint
a pot with a coloured clay, called a ‘slip’ and
then aer it had dried to ﬁre it in the kiln.
Over 150 pots were put into the kiln and only
a few were broken when Jon and Wendy took
them out the following day. I really enjoyed
painng a pot with my sister.

A pot after
firing in the
community kiln

This type of Roman poery was called Nene
Valley Colour Coated Ware and is very famous
as it was only made in Peterborough using
local clay.
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The Iron Age Farmstead
When it was dry the walls would have been
painted. In the centre of the house was a
hearth for the ﬁre to heat the house and cook
food on. What was interesng was that the
only door faced south-east so that the sun
could give light to the inside. This is shown in
the plan. Roundhouses do not have any
windows. Can you see where the postholes
are and the gully that rain dripped into before
draining away ?

A plan of one of the roundhouses
The south facing porch entrance
This one is at Flag Fen, Peterborough

When David gave tours of the site he always
Age. He explained how
started with the Iron Age
people lived on the site in roundhouses,
which were very diﬀerent from houses today.
The roundhouses, like the one in the picture,
were made of wooden posts holding up a roof
made of reed collected from the nearby
marshes. The walls were made of a frame of
lile scks and had daub (mixed up mud, clay
and animal poo) pushed between the wooden
frame.

Can you see where the
postholes are and the
gully that collected
rainwater?
N

0

A roundhouse photographed during the excavaon
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Making clothes
While I was digging, the team next to me
found the remains of several loom weights
in a small ditch. James called it a gully. He
told us that the loomweights were from the
Iron Age period as they were found next to
some Iron Age poery. What are
loomweights you might ask? Well they
were used on a loom to hold the yarn ght
so that you could weave cloth. This means
that the people that lived here made their
own clothes. That’s cool!

The loom, like the one shown in the
picture, was an important part of all Iron
Age families. James then told me about
how they used diﬀerent plants to dye their
wool before it was woven into colourful
clothes. Dyes were made from locally
grown plants such as woad (blue), weld
(bright yellow) and madder (red).

Holes where the
yarn was threaded
through

An almost complete ﬁred clay loomweight
ht we found during our dig
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The sheep shown in the drawing
are like the Soay sheep found at
Flag Fen today and resemble
sheep from the Iron Age

We found this dress pin
made from animal bone

I

This pierced animal tooth
may have been worn
as a necklace

This is a bone awl that we found
it was a tool used for piercing
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As you know aer the Iron Age period comes the
Roman period. So when the Romans arrived in
Britain in AD43, the Iron Age farmstead gradually
became a very luxurious Roman villa. The drawing
by Jon shows what the Ier Crescent villa may have
looked like in the 4th century (AD360) before it was
abandoned. It must have been an amazing place to
live in.

The Roman Villa
N

1

Villa structure

Itter Crescent
OA East
Excavation

All that we found when digging was lots of building
rubble .. things like bricks, roof les, mortar and

5

Covering the villa was a le roof. We know this
as I washed with other volunteers hundreds of
roof le fragments. These les, made in a kiln
close to the villa, were called imbrex .. a curved
le, and tegula .. a ﬂat le with upstanding
edges.
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Well
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5
Basin
Hypocaust
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Iron Age
feature

some painted wall plaster. We did ﬁnd a few low
stone walls as well as some ditches where the
stone had been robbed out of the walls to be
used in new buildings elsewhere.

Entrance?

Trench 1
Fane Road allotments
Community Dig

The main villa
The bathouse
The southern wing?
The northern wing
Courtyard area

We found this roof tile
ti
made from fired clay
cla

Viewed from
the south east
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Skeleton
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Southern wing of Villa

This is a plan of the archaeology
we found in Trenches 1 and 2
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This is part of a tubuli

The Roman heating system
When helping Terry to wash the ﬁnds he told me
that some of the fragments came from the
underﬂoor heang system. It’s also called a
hypocaust system. This is where hot air
circulates under a raised ﬂoor supported by
columns of bricks called pilae. It then travels up
the wall in hollow bricks, called tubuli, before
leaving the building through vents. I helped
Terry wash a lot of tubuli.

It must have been great to be able to walk
around in bare feet on a warm ﬂoor and touch
warm walls especially in winter. He also told me
that when they excavated the villa in 2011-12
they found two rooms that they think were the
caldarium (hot room) and the tepidarium (warm
room). These rooms would have formed part of
a bathhouse of the wealthy villa owner.

Mosaic ﬂoor

These are the tubuli
hollow bricks used to
heat the bath house

Tubuli

Pilae
Pilae

Furnace
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Roman Samian Ware showing the legs of a lion
We found this sherd in Trench 2

Roman Pottery types
When I was digging I found lots of diﬀerent poery types and it was fun
to wash them and see if they had a paern. They came in lots of
diﬀerent colours including grey, black, orange, speckled, terracoa and
cream. The nicest was the terracoa, which Terry said was imported
from France. In Roman mes France was called Gaul. Somemes this
poery has lovely paerns on the outside like the one that we found. It
is called Samian ware and it suggests that the villa owners were wealthy
and wanted to impress their guests.

Roman pottery vessels found on the
Itter Crescent dig

Nene Valley colour coated ware

A mixed collection of Roman pottery

t
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This is a Roman copper alloy bracelet from Itter Park

Roman Dress Accessories
One day I had a go with a metal detector and I found some old
nails. I was not as lucky as the others who found some Roman
coins, a lump of lead and several small brooches. On the main Ier
Crescent site, Terry told me that they found more brooches,
several bracelets and a bead from a necklace. He also told us that
these objects could tell archaeologists something about those that
lived in the villa and how they dressed. I like the small brooch the
best. No one found any clothes like the ones that Jordan and I are
wearing but it was fun to dress up and look Roman.
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Quernstone
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Wordsearch
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The answers are on page 18

Can you name the artefacts?
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This is
not the
end of my
story. I have
now joined the
local YAC group. They
are called the Fenland
Young Archaeologists’ Club
and meet in Peterborough. I am
learning how to recognise diﬀerent
types of poery and will be going
ﬁeldwalking soon.

I
would
like to
say a big
thank you to
David, Terry and all
the archaeologists
who helped me to learn
and enjoy geng dirty and
red. Thank you all for leng
me join the other volunteers who
worked so hard to uncover all the
things we found.

Thankys
ever
one!

My story
s
continues
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Answers to the Quiz
1. A tray of Roman painted wall plaster 2. Part of
Roman ﬂask 3. Imbrex 4. An antler hoe 5. An Iron
Age loom weight 6. A Roman bow brooch
7. Part of a hob nail boot print on a tegula
8. A bone awl 9. A tooth amulet
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